Hello Madam,

Please note the details regarding campus hiring by iCuerious on 15-09-2018. You may prepare and upload a Google form for recording student details (closing deadline – 14-09-2018 10:00AM) and include its link in the notice you post on e-Notice Board.

Thanks,
BS

Selection Process: Written Test (Subjective)

PPT or an interactive session with students who passed the written test

Technical + HR Interview of selected students.

EligibilityCriterion: ECE & Computer Science Students | CGAP: 7 and above with no backlog

**JOB ROLE:** Patent Research Intern (Patent Analyst after internship) [ECE/EE], Software development, Digital Marketing and content writing [CE]

**JOB REQUIREMENT:** Fresh engineers who are having good academics and interest in research work (secondary research). Any internship in patents or knowledge about patents would be an add-on.
PERSONAL TRAITS: Fresh Engineers having commendable work ethics and eagerness to learn and excel in IP field. The candidate should be result-oriented, positive, and should be able to work in team.

JOB RESPONSIBILITY: Secondary research related to finding relevant information post analysis of patents, research papers, product manuals, technology standards, and other similar technology oriented papers. Technology Trend Evaluation. Invention Newness Analysis. Infringement Risk Assessment for a new Product Commercialization.

LOCATION: Bestech Business Tower (Sector-66, Mohali, Punjab)

CTC: 3.25L-4L (based on the performance during internship) | Stipend: 10K per month.